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Asynchronous 2 stage pipeline
~20µs latency
300 Hz Accept Rate
L1+L2 rejection:  20,000:1
7.6 MHz Crossing rate
132 ns clock cycle
L1 trigger
Level1:
7.6 MHz Synchronous pipeline
5544ns latency










Dataflow of CDF "Deadtimeless" 
Trigger and DAQ
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 / ndf 2χ  44.35 / 28
Prob   0.02563
p0        0.001496± -0.0146 
p1        1.716e-05± 0.0002078 
p2        4.838e-08± -3.802e-07 
CDF Run II Preliminary
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Scalar Sum of Transverse Energy (GeV)



















WW + WZ + ZZ
+ Drell-Yan
+ fakes
  = 7.0 pb)σ (t+ t
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Missing Transverse Energy (GeV)























WW + WZ + ZZ
+ Drell-Yan
+ fakes
  = 8.4 pb)σ (t+ t
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CDF Run II Preliminary
-1
 L dt = 162 pb∫
Data versus SM expectation
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SMσ/σ = β



































CDF Run II preliminary
 = 15.495β
 < 13.6 pbs-chσ
-1
 L dt = 162 pb∫
SMσ/σ = β

































CDF Run II preliminary
 = 5.195β
 < 10.1 pbt-chσ
-1
 L dt = 162 pb∫
SMσ/σ = stβ
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Mean      178
RMS    2.763e-06
Top Mass
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 / ndf 2χ  0.2226 / 48
Prob       1
Constant  0.4434± 0.304 
Mean      1.591± 184.5 
Sigma     0.9197±  1.02 
Top Mass (GeV)
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 / ndf 2χ  19.89 / 19
Prob   0.4014
p0        0.0003017± 0.02394 
p1        1.668e-06± -1.335e-05 
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 / ndf 2χ  24.81 / 19
Prob   0.1668
p0        1.365±  5.72 
p1        0.007575± 0.06754 
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 / ndf 2χ  28.85 / 19
Prob   0.06842
p0        0.000663± 0.03329 
p1        3.657e-06± -5.903e-05 

















 / ndf 2χ  27.36 / 19
Prob   0.09655
p0         1.65± 21.88 
p1        0.009484± 0.1299 
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 True Solution 
 False Solution 
Log Likelihood
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 False Solution 
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	%
 / ndf 2χ  0.002769 / 48
Prob       1
Constant  2.072± 1.083 
Mean      0.867± 177.2 
Sigma     0.3945± 0.3311 
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 / ndf 2χ   9.38 / 9
Prob   0.4029
p0        0.07977± 178.3 
p1        0.004911± 0.9536 
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2Input Top Mass GeV/c
























 / ndf 2χ  8.342 / 7
Prob   0.3034
p0        0.2649± 176.4 
p1        0.01907± 0.8744 
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 / ndf 2χ  4.779 / 7
Prob   0.687
p0        0.2781± 177.8 
p1        0.02012± 1.014 
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Mean    201.4
RMS     14.22
2Mass GeV/c






















Mean    171.4
RMS     17.29
2Mass GeV/c



















Mean      153
RMS    21.33
2Mass GeV/c

























Mean   165.8
RMS     35.61
2Mass GeV/c
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)-1CDF Run II Preliminary (340 pb
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)-1CDF Run II Preliminary (340 pb
background fraction (%)





















)-1CDF Run II Preliminary (340 pb
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 / ndf 2χ   1.26 / 7
Prob   0.9895
p0        0.3518± 177.9 
p1        0.02788± 0.9914 
)-1CDF Run II Preliminary (340 pb
2Input top mass GeV/c






















 / ndf 2χ  1.355 / 8
Prob   0.9949
p0        0.3509± -0.08876 
)-1CDF Run II Preliminary (340 pb
2Input top mass GeV/c















 / ndf 2χ  2.059 / 8
Prob   0.9792
p0        0.04367±-0.04045 
)-1CDF Run II Preliminary (340 pb
2Input top mass GeV/c

















 / ndf 2χ   5.28 / 8
Prob   0.7273
p0        0.03102± 1.392 
)-1CDF Run II Preliminary (340 pb
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2Input Top Mass GeV/c





















 / ndf 2χ  1.123 / 7
Prob   0.9926
p0        0.3031±   178 
p1        0.02438±     1 
)-1CDF Run II Preliminary (340 pb
2Input top mass GeV/c






















 / ndf 2χ  1.123 / 8
Prob   0.9973
p0        0.3022±4.462e-05 
)-1CDF Run II Preliminary (340 pb
2Input top mass GeV/c















 / ndf 2χ  2.417 / 8
Prob   0.9655
p0        0.0497± -0.0167 
)-1CDF Run II Preliminary (340 pb
2Input top mass GeV/c

















 / ndf 2χ  1.021 / 8
Prob   0.9981
p0        0.03537± 1.323 
)-1CDF Run II Preliminary (340 pb
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 / ndf 2χ  4.449 / 8
Prob   0.8145
p0        0.02259± 1.014 
)-1CDF Run II Preliminary (340 pb
2Input top mass GeV/c

















 / ndf 2χ  0.9293 / 8
Prob   0.9987
p0        0.02686± 1.005 
)-1CDF Run II Preliminary (340 pb
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Mean    177.3
RMS     10.51
Underflow       0
Overflow        1
Integral     499























Mean   -0.0602
RMS    0.9937
Underflow       0
Overflow        0
Integral     500
 / ndf 2χ  7.548 / 11
Prob   0.7531
Constant  5.993± 102.9 
Mean      0.04343± -0.05219 
Sigma     0.03584± 0.9563 
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Mean    -9.66
RMS     2.031
Underflow       5
Overflow        0
Integral     495
)2Statistical uncertainty (GeV/c





















Mean    10.97
RMS     2.333
Underflow       0
Overflow       11
Integral     489
)2Statistical uncertainty (GeV/c
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)-1CDF Run II Preliminary (340 pb
32 events joint likelihood
Fit Range  : (158,177)
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)2Statistical uncertainty (GeV/c
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 5.1±176.1 (Run 1 only)
Run 1 Dilepton
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Run 1 All-hadronic
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